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ABSTRACT
Apparel shopping behaviour in a multicultural society is a complex phenomenon. The objective of this paper is to analyse various theoretical models from two disciplines, namely Consumer Behaviour and Clothing, and to develop a new conceptual theoretical model focussing on variables influencing apparel shopping behaviour in a multicultural consumer society. Variables were presented as market dominated, consumer dominated, and/or market and consumer interaction variables. Retailers, marketers, educators, researchers and students could benefit from the proposed model and recommendations are made in this regard. Part 2 reports on an empirical study based on the proposed conceptual theoretical model and discusses market segments and profiles.

OPSSOMING
Klere-aankoopgedrag in ‘n multi-kulturele verbruikersamelewing beïnvloed. Veranderlikes word gegee oor die mate waartoe dit ooreenkoms met die mark, verbruiker en/of die interaksie tussen die mark en die verbruiker. Kleinhandelaars, verkoopsprats, navorsers en studente sou kon voordeel trek uit die voorgestelde model. Aanbevelings word in dié verband gemaak. In Deel 2 word ‘n empiriese studie gerapporteer. Dié studie is op hierdie wyse wat klere-aankoopgedrag in ‘n multi-kulturele verbruikersamelewing beïnvloed. Veranderlikes word gegroeper op grond van die mate waartoe dit ooreenkoms met die mark, verbruiker en/of die interaksie tussen die mark en die verbruiker. Kleinhandelaars, verkoopsprats, navorsers en studente sou kon voordeel trek uit die voorgestelde model. Aanbevelings word in dié verband gemaak. In Deel 2 word ‘n empiriese studie gerapporteer. Dié studie is op hierdie wyse wat klere-aankoopgedrag in ‘n multi-kulturele verbruikersamelewing beïnvloed. Veranderlikes word gegroeper op grond van die mate waartoe dit ooreenkoms met die mark, verbruiker en/of die interaksie tussen die mark en die verbruiker.
Secondly, it provides a common vocabulary and framework that could improve communication between researchers and practitioners. A third benefit is that of delimitation, whereby the researcher can more successfully limit the scope of attempted research and can contribute to theory building in a specific manner. Fourthly, the understanding of the theoretical underpinnings of the marketplace and consumer behaviour can be strengthened. Lastly, theory development will encourage deductive research that is more theory driven. This will increase the cost benefit ratio of doing empirical research and indicates the development of a discipline (Engel & Blackwell, 1982; Sheth, 1983; Shim, 1998).

Assael (1992) and Engel et al. (1995) emphasised the importance of using a consumer behaviour model that describes the sequence of factors that leads to purchase behaviour. Motivation for this can be found in the following: Models encourage a total and integrative view of consumer behaviour. It would be irresponsible for stakeholders to attempt to understand the purchasing behaviour of their clientele without having a holistic framework of variables that could influence consumer behaviour. The quantification of the variables and their relationships is encouraged in a statistically reliable manner. Models also provide a basis for the development and evaluation of marketing strategies, as well as for market segmentation. The application of models identifies/ascertains/exposes gaps in knowledge and facilitates the identification of research priorities.

The usefulness of consumer models in marketing management is, however, hampered by four limitations (Assael, 1992). Model components may not be equally important or relevant to all product categories. All the components of a general model of consumer behaviour may not be equally important for all usage situations. No two individuals are the same, as they differ with regard to the variables of the model. This results in model components having different values, weights and importance for individuals in the same market. All purchase decisions are not equally complex. The complexity of the decision making process will, for example, impact on consumers’ degree of information search, as well as evaluation of alternatives and choice of products from the evoked set.

These limitations should not restrict the use of decision making models. Models may differ, for example, with regard to complexity and consumer involvement. The degree of involvement in the decision making process depends more on the individual’s attitude towards the product than on the product characteristics itself (Du Plessis & Rousseau, 1999). Some individuals are highly involved when purchasing apparel items, while others may experience it as a routine process. A general model for apparel shopping behaviour should therefore make provision for these varying levels of involvement.

Several researchers (Durvasula, Lyonski & Andrews, 1993; Visser & Du Preez, 1998; Visser, Du Preez & Du Toit, 1996) have emphasised that data and models that were developed in the United States cannot be accepted as valid in other countries. This issue is addressed in the present research project by using universal consumer behaviour models and applying them to a South African context.

Why then is it necessary to develop a new conceptual model for apparel consumer behaviour if some models already exist? One of the major reasons is that the existing models lack the comprehensiveness (for example De Klerk, 1999; Eckman et al., 1990; Schiffman & Kanuk, 2000) to identify the majority of the variables affecting the purchase decision making process for apparel products. These models focus on the decision making process, rather than on the variables moderating or influencing the process. However, these models can contribute to the understanding and approach to building a theoretical model. Another reason is that no existing integrated model of apparel shopping behaviour could be identified for the South African apparel consumer. It should also be stated that interdisciplinary research on apparel consumer behaviour is limited in South Africa. Consequently, theoretical models encompassing variables relevant to the different disciplines do not exist.

**OBJECTIVES FOR DEVELOPING A MACRO-CONCEPTUAL THEORETICAL MODEL**

Developing the conceptual theoretical model aims to:
- be as inclusive as possible and to assist researchers in identifying possible variables that influence apparel shopping behaviour;
- encourage an integrative and multidisciplinary view of variables influencing apparel shopping behaviour;
- assert that apparel shopping behaviour is not a simple phenomenon, but rather is a complex process with numerous variables influencing the outcome thereof;
- contribute to theory building in the fields of Consumer Behaviour and Clothing.

**METHODOLOGY**

The following theoretical models of Consumer Behaviour and Clothing were studied and served as the point of departure for developing the comprehensive conceptual theoretical model:
- The Consumer’s Fashion Adoption Process  A General Model (Sproles, 1979). This model is widely accepted in the clothing field as a general, very inclusive model for fashion adoption.
- The Engel Blackwell Minardi Model of Consumer Decision Process Behaviour (EBM Model) (Engel et al., 1995). The EBM Model is widely regarded as a comprehensive model of consumer decision making in the field of Consumer Behaviour.
- The Clothing Consumer Decision Making Model (De Klerk, 1999). This is a model developed in South African and is apparel related.
- Model of In Store Apparel Purchase Decision Process (Eckman et al., 1990). This simplified model focuses on the three stages of the in store decision making process, viz. interest, trial, and buying or rejecting.
- The Simple Model of Consumer Decision Making (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2000). This model combines numerous variables in the three stages of decision making, viz. input, process and output.

The first three models (the Sproles Model, the EBM Model and De Klerk’s Clothing Consumer Decision Making Model) are widely accepted to form the basis of the proposed conceptual theoretical model. Information gained from other models, such as Darden’s Model (Darden, Erdem & Darden, 1983), the Model of Adult Purchase Decision Making Process for Furniture (Du Plessis & Rousseau, 1999), the Howard Sheth Model of Buyer Behaviour and the Sheth Family Decision Making Model (Schiffman & Kanuk, 1987) were incorporated in the development of a new conceptual model.

**RESULTS: MACRO-CONCEPTUAL THEORETICAL MODEL**

The model is largely self explanatory. The variables in the model are categorised into three groups, viz. market dominated variables, consumer dominated variables and variables pertaining to both market and consumer interaction, when it cannot be said that either the consumer or the market is dominant. These variables, in turn, influence the consumer decision making process that results in specific apparel shopping behaviour. The macro conceptual model was not
developed to be a predictive model or to be a model showing all the relationships between different variables that could influence apparel shopping behaviour. This proposed conceptual theoretical model is congruent with Assael’s (1992) proposition that consumer behaviour models should describe the sequence of factors that lead to purchase behaviour.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

No retailer would be able to influence shopping behaviour without an understanding of the variables that influence behaviour. The proposed conceptual model provides apparel marketers with a holistic scientific view of variables influencing apparel shopping, thus assisting in the development of strategic marketing plans. The use of the model could enhance the understanding of apparel consumer behaviour, as it takes cognisance of key variables that influence buying behaviour. Marketers who know why consumers purchase or do not purchase apparel will succeed in communicating with them. Demographics, socio-cultural influences, such as family, lifestyle and culture, patronage behaviour, shopping orientation, the product and the place of distribution are some of the variables that impact on the consumer decision making process and result in apparel shopping behaviour. However, many other variables can also be identified and investigated.

Any research should hold implications for academia. Educators in the field of Clothing could benefit from the development of the macro perspective model in various ways. The model provides a conceptual framework for developing course curricula, especially in Consumer Behaviour. The model could also be used in assessment. Students should have a thorough knowledge of all the components of the macro perspective model after completion of a course that provides holistic knowledge of Consumer Behaviour, as applied to Clothing, as an outcome. Most students find it difficult to visualise, understand and apply knowledge gained in one field of study (e.g. Clothing) to another, such as Consumer Behaviour. They may benefit from their knowledge and understanding of the numerous variables that influence apparel shopping behaviour in a multicultural consumer society. This interdisciplinary model would simplify the process of grasping the meaning of the constructs and their multidimensionality. This might encourage interdisciplinary studies that focus on the relationships between the variables.

The model could be used as a point of departure for future research. It will assist in the delineation of studies and could contribute to the development of new models and theory. The conceptual model can further assist researchers to identify gaps in the knowledge and understanding of consumer behaviour. Applying the macro perspective model can thus facilitate new research initiatives and priorities.

Conceptual theoretical models have limitations. Firstly, the relationships between the various variables are not proposed and tested empirically. Secondly, the models lack prediction value. The macro conceptual theoretical model should be tested and refined. Part two of the paper will report on an attempt to address these issues by selecting various variables from the macro conceptual theoretical model, assessing their influence on apparel shopping behaviour and segmenting the market accordingly.
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